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RECENT EVENTS
KZN CTC Engagement Session
The KZN CTC Executives were invited to an engagement session exploring the merits of a new weekly
operating model for South African clothing, textiles, footwear, and leather manufacturers. Dr Justin
Barnes of B&M Analysts presented on his four day plus four day (4+4 day) operating model, developed
in conjunction with leading clothing and footwear manufacturers. This model significantly increases
production capacity for a given investment amount, reduces operating costs, and shortens production
lead times. The executives were invited to give input on the 4+4 model’s potential merits and deficiencies.

Other events organised by the KZN CTC were as follows:

Date

Event
E xe c utive

17 April 2017

AGM

9 May 2017

Executive Engagement: 4 +4 Model

19 July 2017

Exco Meeting
S m a l l a n d Medium E n terpris es

June – December
2017

SME Boost Programme
S k i l l s D e vel opmen t P rog ra mme

14-15 & 21-22
June 2017

Preproduction Training: Basic Fabric Understanding

28-29 June 2017

Preproduction Training: Compiling Tech Packs

12-13 & 19-20
July 2017

Preproduction Training: Pattern Development
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KZN CTC – 2017 RETAILER
REPORT
Shaun Gannon
22 June 2016
Each year, the KZN CTC conducts an analysis of the performance and strategic direction of South African
fashion retailers and their international counterparts. This article is a summary of this analysis.
In the first section of the report, we present the current strategies of retailers’ culminating in analysis of
how priorities differ for South African and international retailers. Our findings are that South African and
International Retailers share some strategic focus areas, but there seems to be more sophistication in the
strategies of international retailers – specifically as they relate to the interface between online and store
shopping, point of sales data analysis, supply chain visibility and raw material technology.
Thereafter we compare retailer local and international retailer financial and operational performance
in terms of sales growth, GMROII, profitability and inventory turns. As has been shown before, the
link between GMROII and sales growth remains strong. The growth of many international retailers is
erratic, but remains consistent for H&M and Inditex. In South Africa, most growth has been driven by
international acquisition.
All data in this report is extracted from the annual financial statements and reports of retailers. Since
retailer financial year ends vary, only some 2016 financial year end data was available at the time that this
report was generated.

South African and International Retailer Strategies
In the following tables, the principle strategies of foreign and South African retailers are summarized
along with the rationale and activities related to strategic focus areas.
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If one looks at international retailers (specifically US and EU based), there is a strong focus on integrating the
store and online experience. “Retailtainment” is the catch phrase used to describe this interface. Advanced
analytics are key to maintaining market share and supply chain traceability is critical in maintaining reliable
supply through compliant producers. There is also a focus on innovative material development and
environmental sustainability.
In South Africa, rewards programmes, credit offering and in-store services are seen as key growth drivers in
a price sensitive market. Vertical integration is seen as a mechanism to increase supply chain visibility and
product traceability.
South African and international retailers share the objectives of increasing omni channel sales and
developing numerous internal brands. Consumer data is seen as a mechanism to unlock growth. All
retailers are focusing on sustainable sourcing and centralized logistics.

International-specific
•

•

International retailers have greater
integration online and store experiences
- convenience and time are key value
drivers
Advanced analytics is the key link to the
supply chain and the customer to drive
growth

•

International retailer focus on speed and
agility

•

Supply chain traceability

•

Focus on innovative materials development and environmental sustainability

SA-specific
•

SA customer experience focus is on
rewards programmes, credit offerings
in-store service

•

Diversified product offerings and drivers
of strategy

•

Focus on cost control and efficiency
drivers

•

Vertical intergration to enhance quick
response capabilities. Supply chain traceability is less advanced than international
retailers

•

SA retailers focus on socio-economic
value factors

Shared
•

Onmi-channel sales strategy, although
developed to different degrees

•

Focus on using customer data to unlock
additional growth opportunities

•

Brand proliferation to serve increasingly
fragmented customer bases

•

Focus on aligning the supply chain to
optimise the supply chain - investment
is here

•

Sustainable raw material sourcing
practices

•

Investment is in centralised logistics
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Sales v GMROII performance
As has been noted previously, the correlation between Gross Margin Return on Inventory Investment
(GMROII) and annual sales growth continues to be strong for international retailers. Inditex and H&M
continue to be the strongest performers in terms of Sales Growth and both have comparatively strong
GMROIIs.

Only for M&S, Stage Store and Columbia Sportswear is there a weak correlation between GMROII and sales
growth. M&S performs well in terms of GMROII, but average sales growth is low. This would indicate that,
whilst M&S responds well to customer demand, they are not growing market share through this strategy.
Stage Store’s average GMROII is comparatively low – largely as a result of the firm’s broad product mix,
which includes homeware and other hard lines where stock turn tends to be lower. Columbia Sportswear
performs well in terms of sales growth off of a low GMROII.
As with international retailers, the correlation between GMROII and sales growth is strong for South African
retailers and particularly notable for Woolworths and Mr Price. As with Stage Stores, TFG performs well on
sales growth, but GMROII is low because of the comparative dominance of jewellery and other hard lines in
their product mix.
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Sales Growth Trends
Year on year annual sales growth amongst international retailer has been poor. Only H&M and Inditex have
consistently grown since 2012. ASOS, the online retailer, experienced radical growth in the early years of
operation. This growth is stabilizing, but remains high and points to the rising appeal of online shopping.
Early GMROII data would tend to indicate that ASOS is not basing its growth of quick response to consumer
markets.
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In South Africa, year on year retail growth has been relatively flat with major spikes being the result of
international acquisitions. Only for Woolworths does there appear to be some consistency in year on year
sales growth improvements – despite two significant spikes.

Inventory Turns
Inventory Turn trends paint an interesting picture. Whilst international retailers maintain relatively
consistent inventory turns because of careful management of product supply relative to demand, South
African retailer inventory turns are almost, universally declining. This would tend to indicate that stock is
being pushed into stores, with lower and lower returns.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Supply Chain News
KZN Lean Conference 2017
The 2017 KZN Lean Conference, themed ‘Getting The Right
Things Done’, and hosted by the Pietermaritzburg Chamber of
Business, takes place from the 23rd to the 25th of August 2017.
This year’s Lean Conference will focus on strategy development,
and feature award-winning author, highly respected advisor and
international presenter, Pascal Dennis. In addition, there will be
presentations by the World Bank and Moeletsi Mbeki.

#Homesewn: K-way’s Lean Local Manufacturing
Machine
By Lauren Hartzenburg, Biz Community, 10 July 2017
Biz Community give a feature article on how outdoor apparel
brand K-Way has managed to vastly improve its production
efficiency and also play a part in addressing the country’s
unemployment crisis, through its focus on lean manufacturing.

Knock-on effect of slowdown also hits manufacturing
By Palesa Vuyolwethu Tshandu, Business Live, 9 July 2017
As retail and consumer businesses continue to see margins
freeze, industry pundits warn that job losses may be on the
horizon for retailers and manufacturers alike

Fashionably conscious: Made in South Africa, it’s not
just a movement
By Cyril Naicker, 15 May 2017
A new generation of manufacturing is making local quality
clothing. But can their success lead to a revival of ‘Made in South
Africa’? The movement towards more conscious fashion, where
consumers are informed about the impacts of their shopping
habits on local industry may play a critical role in promoting
buying local.

International experts head to Chemnitz for first
Sustainable Textile School
By: Innovation in Textiles, 25th May 2017
Sustainability in the textile industry has increased in relevance
for consumers in recent years and will become an important
criteria and competitive advantage for manufacturers in the
textiles industry. Over 30 international specialists from across
the textile industry will gather in Chemnitz in eastern Germany
from 18-20 September 2017, for the ‘premiere’ of the Sustainable
Textile School. Over three days, experts from the research
community and industry will share their knowledge about
how various businesses across the textile value chain can be
transformed towards a sustainable approach.

How artificial intelligence will change the retail game
By: David Cosgrave, CNBC Africa
New and emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI),
machine learning and cognitive computing – underpinned by big
data and advanced data analytics – could completely transform the
shopping experience as we know it. While still in its infancy in South
Africa, a handful of retailers are testing some pretty cool technologies
in an attempt to improve the shopping experience and better serve
their customers.

Retailer News
The Foschini Group snaps up IPO hopeful RAG for $302m
By: Sue Mitchell, Financial Review, May 25 2017
South African retailer The Foschini Group has snapped up menswear
retailer and IPO candidate Retail Apparel Group in a deal worth $302
million, making its first major investment in Australia.

Home talent Pattison to lead Edcon
By Dineo Faku, Business Report, 26 May 2017
Edcon Group is set to appoint Grant Pattison, the former Massmart
boss, as its new chief executive next February in a vote of confidence
for home grown talent. South African-born Pattison has been tasked
with implementing the group’s strategy, revitalising CNA, growing
Edcon’s cellular business and growing the company in South Africa
and the rest of the African continent.

H&M to open six more shops in SA
By Colleen Goko, Business Day, 6 July 2017
Swedish retailer H&M plans to open another six stores in SA before
the end of 2017 as it extends its reach in the country. The news
follows on the group’s interim results, which showed a 32% rise in
sales in rand terms in SA.

BECOME A
MEMBER
We welcome membership enquiries
from clothing and textile manufacturing companies, cut, make and trim
manufacturer’s (CMT) and clothing
retailers with operations in KwaZuluNatal, as well as local non-clothing
manufacturing companies that can
identify with and are aligned with the
objectives of the KZN CTC.

For further information please either
call +27 (0) 31 7646100 or email the
KZN CTC kznctc@bmanalysts.com
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